Rooted in Knowledge
IBDP & IGCSE Annual Report 2020-2021
Change is the end result of all true learning. - Leo Buscaglia
Perfection is what Greenwood High always strives for and that is what we have tried
to attain in the academic year of 2020-2021. This report celebrates the spirit and
accomplishments of Greenwood High International school, which is more creditable
during the ongoing difficult period of Covid 19 pandemic. The spirit and resilience of
the entire GWH community comprising of the students, parents and teachers has been
a testament of our undying spirit.
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IBDP - ACADEMICS
It is with great pride that we inform you that another batch of IBDP Grade 12
students has passed their May 2021 examination with flying colors.
Mohammadi Maahtaab has scored perfect 45 points, while 7 students have scored
44 points: Nataasha Daas; Tulsi Fernandez; Aeka Guru; Urvi Nath;
Rachitha Raghuram; Ira Rasam and Vishnu Srinivasan.
Out of a cohort of 107 students, 37% of students scored in the range of 40-45 points. A
score of 40 Points and above is considered excellent.
We are proud of the academic achievements of the students.
While we dwell on the results, our placements for this year are extraordinary. Students
have received offers from select prestigious universities around the world
including, Yale University; Stanford University; Brown University; Duke University;
Johns Hopkins University; University of California, Los Angeles; University of
California, Berkeley; Vanderbilt University; University of Michigan; New York
University; Georgia Institute of Technology; Imperial College London; London School
of Economics; Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland; NTU, Singapore and National
University of Singapore.
ACHIEVEMENTS OF OUR IBDP STUDENTS:
Fight against COVID
•

Varun Giridhar, Dhruv Venkatraman, Rahul Kurien, and Muthu A
Ramnaryanan took the initiative and researched ways to fight against the COVID19 pandemic using Behavioural Analytics and Computational Modelling. The
project explored the idea of artificial disinfection via PPEs thereby enhancing herd
immunity in a population. Their research project involved crowdsourcing
information, designing prototypes of Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs) for
artificial disinfection, designing SIR epidemic spread algorithms (in collaboration
with Dr. Vasudevan from the Amrita Research Institution) and implementing a
public-use epidemic predictor website, which was able to predict the number of
cases in every Indian State using ML assisted SIR-epidemic models. The outcome
of the work has been submitted as a paper to the New York Academy of Sciences
Combatting COVID-19 competition.

•

Srinidhi Vusirikala partnered a crowdfunding platform with Habitat for Humanity
and raised Rs. 7,50,000 to provide meal kits for migrant workers during the
pandemic.
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•

Aryan Jain, Sampreeth Immidisetty, and Vineet Kulkarni co-founded
Quarantine Learning, which is a free, non-profit initiative, with the goal to
provide a fun learning experience for students trapped within their four walls
during quarantine. Diverse exciting skills such as Art, Guitar, Python, Card
Tricks, Cubing, Astronomy, Quilling, Singing and Writing were taught, while
raising donations which were used for Corona relief. By the end, 100+ students
were benefited from the platform. The program raised Rs. 50,000 in donations
(donated to the PM National Relief Fund), and the success of the initiative was
published in popular Indian magazines (India Today, India Times and Education
World).
https://quarantinelearning.weebly.com/

•

Arjun Kumbhnani and Utkarsh Pant raised over Rs. 80,000 for children impacted
by COVID-19. Their goal is to raise and donate Rs. 1,00,000 to support these
children.
https://therishyafoundation.wixsite.com/fundraising

•

Tanvi Kuchimanchi partnered a crowdfunding platform with Habitat for Humanity
and raised Rs. 1,25,000 to provide meal kits for migrant workers during the
Pandemic.

• Sindhu KV raised Rs. 70,000 through Keto platform with partnership with Habitat
for Humanity for the migrant workers during COVID.
•

Ramasatya Dhanukonda supported 700 auto drivers by distribution of ration kits
(including rice, wheat flour, ragi, jaggery, etc.) via ‘Yearn to Learn’. This 6-hour
project was inaugurated and recognized by C.N Aswath Narayan, the Deputy chief
minister of Karnataka.

•

Ayush Srinivas designed an App to help keep the elderly in the community safe
and supplied during the pandemic.
http://ayushsrinivas.herokuapp.com/weServe

•

Pranavi Nath started a drive to feed stray dogs during the Pandemic. Today she
feeds almost 80 stray dogs in a day.

•

Akash Pai conducted food, clothes and utensils collection drives for the less
privileged portion of the society during the time of Covid.
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Publications
•

Aarathi Rajan published a research paper in Journal of Emerging Investigators, on
Cytotoxic effect of Amaranthus spinosus on cyclooxygenase-2 expression in HeLa
cells and the paracrine effects of resistant cancer cells in the tumour
microenvironment with reference to cancer associated.

•

Kiaan Upamanyu published a research paper on ‘The Augmentation of Efficiency
of a Convolutional Neural Network of a Self- Driving Car’ in the Journal of Student
Research.

•

Vineet Kulkarni wrote a research paper on globally optimizing traffic distribution:
https://www.cfrce.com/images/Globally_optimized_traffic_distribution_using_AI_pl
anning-2.pdf. He also wrote a paper on the findings related to baby sleep-wake:
https://www.cfrce.com/images/Finding_the_sleepwake_cycle_for_babies1.pdf

•

Virochan Pandit wrote a research paper in the Pioneer Research Program under
the guidance of a NYU professor about the future of International Peacekeeping.

Crowdfunding
•

Pranav Dhillon, Arnav Manchanda, Rahul Vudayagiri, Siddhart Vinod and
Ashish Siddha hosted an E-Gaming tournament to raise funds to help the povertystricken who were unable to feed themselves. Over 1 year they raised 4 lakhs and
donated 1200 meals to little kids living in slums. They were recognized and
sponsored by UNIBIC and KSG cement to continue their work.

•

Aarathi Rajan worked in collaboration with the NGO eVidyaloka to raise Rs.
2,50,000 to help educate rural children of India through dance.

•

Malavika Garimella and Mallika Garimella crowdfunded and raised Rs. 50,000 in
partnership with social group TribesforGood to provide girls at Kshamata (Home for
victimised girls and women) with a yearlong supply of sustainable menstrual health
and hygiene products. They also crowdfunded Rs. 50,000 as a personal project
for the NGO R.K. Foundation in order for them to build a wall for a school for
underprivileged children in Odisha, India. Further, they crowdfunded another Rs.
10,000 along with 5 other classmates from Greenwood High International school
and bought 1 months’ worth groceries and essentials for the Swanthana orphanage
in Bangalore.
Heera Narayanan partnered in a Crowdfunding event by Habitat for Humanity
wherein she was recognized as a top fundraiser from the school. She raised Rs.
61,850 (against an initial goal of Rs. 50,000) for the distribution of hygiene and

•
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family essentials kits as well as helping the girls stay in the school through the
battling of taboos surrounding menstruation.
App Development
•

Aryan Jain has been the website manager and musician at Musical Messiahs
which has collected Rs. 1,60,000 for SKSN NGO. It was mentioned in 12 different
national newspapers including Education World, New India Express, Higher
Education Digest, etc. They are currently working on another concert for CWS Centre for Wildlife Services in India. It will air in July end.
https://musicalfundraisers.wixsite.com/website
Aryan is also the founder of Animation Explanation which is an organization which
creates animation video series on writeups sent by IB students. Each video
contains a 10 second promotional clip of an NGO called Kolbe Home, a home
for prisoner’s children. The videos, uploaded on YouTube, Instagram (200
followers) and Facebook, help build awareness for the NGO and raise funds.
Animation Explanation has raised Rs. 12,000 till date for Kolbe Home.
https://animationexplanation.wixsite.com/official

•

Ayush Srinivas conducted a Mobile App Development Course for the children in
the community during the summer of 2020 and raised Rs. 25,000 for PM Cares
Fund and OSAAT (One School At A Time).
http://ayushsrinivas.herokuapp.com/flutterCourse

•

Akshat Kaushik lunched one of India's first high-end sneaker marketplaces. By
the name of Deadstock Drip, it sells high end sneakers such as Jordans and Yeezys
directly from retailers in Europe and Asia to India. Engaged Brand ambassadors’
and influencers such as Vijay Varma, Ranvijay Singh, and Ranveer Singh.
https://www.deadstckdrip.com/ https://www.instagram.com/_deadstock_drip/

•

Nandan Pabolu developed a Tech Platform for an NGO called Feed One.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vp8w1nyEtMo

•

Varun Mittal designed a navigation App to help delivery boys move smoothly within
communities.

Notable achievements in competitions
•

Sampreeth Immidisetty and Vineet Kulkarni secured 1st place in the Tabular
Dataset category in India's largest machine learning hackathon (TISB ML-thon)
https://www.kaggle.com/c/news-popularity-ml-thon-2021/discussion/233244
Link to comprehensive code walkthrough:
https://www.kaggle.com/sampreethimmidisetty/digitalizers-final/data
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•

Virochan Pandit secured 1st place in the Science Olympiad Foundation and
International Mathematics Olympiad for class 11 in GWH and ranked 792
internationally.

•

Vineet Kulkarni achieved 2nd place Oak Codefest interschool hackathon, and 1st
place in their category TISB ml-thon,

•

Ayush Srinivas won 2nd place in Oakridge Codefest 2020 (Hackathon) and won a
prize of Rs. 10,000.

Extra-curricular activities
• Eedala Mokshaghana Srinivas participated in an international dance competition
called ‘Dance World Cup’ in Europe, participated in group, solo and trio hip hop
categories and won all of them. He was mentioned as the best dancer in his age
group category.
• Virochan Pandit published a historical fiction book called “The Hidden War” on
Amazon along with 3 classmates and they distributed over 100 copies of the
publication.
https://www.amazon.com/Hidden-War-Untold-stories-Questebook/dp/B08D9LC339
• Aditi Upadhaya wrote a poem which was published in Riding on a Summer Trainon Amazon.in
https://www.amazon.in/Riding-Summer-Wingword-PoetryCompetition/dp/8194478596/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=riding+on+the+summer+trai
n&qid=1626292177&sr=8-1
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IGCSE
Despite the trials posed by the pandemic, Greenwood High could shift most of its
teaching and learning activities online. All teachers and support staff learnt Microsoft
Teams and Exam.net within a record time to facilitate effective teaching and
assessment strategies and goals.
ACADEMICS
The IGCSE students also performed exceedingly well in the IGCSE June 2020 series
examinations which were conducted based on School Assessed Grades. A total of 17
students achieved A* grades in all 9 of their subjects. 16% of all students have
achieved 9A*. 27% of all students have achieved at least 8A*. 77% of all grades
achieved were A and A*. 79.4% of our students scored a distinction in the ICE awards.
ACHIEVEMENTS OF OUR IGCSE STUDENTS
Our Grade 10 student, Shloka Ashok, has made us proud by working tirelessly to
raise funds to provide 200 oximeters for the people residing in the slums. She
also founded a start-up called “InternMee” which aims to help high school students get
meaningful internship, volunteer and leadership opportunities, free of cost.
Amidst these challenging times of the COVID wave two raging across the country with
many losing of lives and waiting endlessly for beds at the Hospitals and hospitals not
having enough equipment’s, our student Parisa Singh Grade 9 IGCSE along with her
mother Mrs. Shilpa Singh rose to the challenge to raise over Rs. 5 lakhs through
individual crowdfunding
(https://milaap.org/fundraisers/support-the-hospitals-for-covid-relief).
They are providing the high-end medical equipment from this fund to a government
hospital “Dr. Babu Jagjivan Ram General Hospital “having 30 beds, out of which 7 beds
being converted into ICU, 4 beds into HDU, and 14 beds will have oxygen support.
Parisa and Mrs. Shilpa Singh are coordinating with BBMP Special Commissioner Mr.
Randeep D and BBMP Chief Health Officer ‘Dr. Nirmala Buggi’ to hand-over the
equipment’s in the next few days.
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Mihir Dasgupta of IGCSE Grade 10 has contributed to research work in the area of
climate change as a research intern under Dr. Joy Merwin Monteiro, who is a professor
of climate science at IISER-Pune. Mihir has implemented a series of climate models
(Sep '20 - Mar '21) that culminated in a report "Modelling Planetary Climate". Further,
he has developed a software (Jan '21 - Present) that automates the creation of weather
profiles: 173 downloads last month; 60+ views per week; leading a team of 3. His
modelling work has led to a refereed (peer-reviewed) journal paper "A Quantification
& Comparison of Inaccuracies in Simplified Climate Energy Balance Models", which is
currently undergoing review. Currently (Feb '21 -present) Mihir is working as the lead
developer of a component for a computational modelling toolkit (CLiMT) to account for
absorbed sunlight in the atmosphere (under Dr. Monteiro's mentorship).
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MSP
•

Krish Nair Sahu of grade VIC won third place in the Speed cubing competition in
the U- 13 category conducted by SFA as part of their National sports fest January
2021. He also ranked 3rd in the main category in the 2nd Beginner's Chess cup held
by Chess Era in July 2021.

•

Saimithrra Sankarau of VIIIC attended a COMBAT COVID-19 challenge
(Combating COVID-19 (joinlaunchpad.com) to prevent the spread of coronavirus.
She also made a group using launchpad (https://joinlaunchpad.com/). The following
is her project, Combat the virus (joinlaunchpad.com . Last year she wrote a letter
to Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi about some problems affected Indians in
Bangalore and all over India and received an Acknowledgement by the Government
that her response was appreciated.

•

Jyotiraditya of Grade VIC did a fundraiser for a dog rescue shelter Alai which
rescues injured and sick dogs and supports 300 permanent disabled dogs. He was
able to collect around Rs. 40,000 by this fundraiser from Greenwood high alone.
Apart from this he is continuously working every month with shelter and rescue by
donating to them.

•

Shashank Balaji participated in the Equestrian Premier league in held by
Embassy international riding school on June 28th, 2020. He secured silver and
bronze in 80 cms show jumping (children 1 category)

•

Shraddha Balaji participated in the Equestrian Premier league in held by Embassy
international riding school on June 28th, 2020. She secured gold in 60 cms show
jumping (children 2 category)

Both Shashank and Balaji had a clear round with no faults or drops throughout
astride two horses in the event. They were the fastest in the final jump off round
too and had a special mention by the judges.
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INTEGRATED PRIMARY YEARS PROGRAM
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•
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•
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•
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•
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•
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•
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•

PARENT FEEDBACK

•

CONCLUSION

INTRODUCTION
The academic year 2020-21 was the most challenging year for educators, demanding
a completely new set of teaching, planning and organisation skills to deliver a
meaningful and effective learning experience in the face of extremely high parent
expectations. This report summarises the various activities, events and efforts made
by the IPYP team to take this challenge head on and achieve resounding parent
satisfaction as evidenced by their feedback.

A. ACADEMIC APPROACH
The curriculum of IPYP was completely overhauled from a textbook - led to a textbooksupported program. Investigation, inquiry and interdependence were the guiding
principles while realigning the curriculum. 6 themes were identified and the curriculum
for each subject was aligned to the themes. This trans disciplinary approach led to
deeper connections among the topics and as a result student engagement and
retention dramatically increased.
Science and Social used the Inquiry Cycle approach towards their curriculum.

B. BEYOND THE CLASSROOM - A CURRICULUM ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
True learning happens when a student explores and applies their classroom learning
to real life situations. IPYP created a new concept called Beyond the Classroom, which
was a first of its kind VIRTUAL EXHIBITION. It is a student led; teacher facilitated
project-based learning program. The theme for the inaugural BTC for grades 3-5 was
Rajasthan. The idea was to encourage deeper exploration and appreciation for the
culture of our glorious country. Students were given a list of 8-10 exciting project ideas
for each of the following subjects - English, Math, Science, Social, Music, Art, Theatre
and English Reading Program. Students could pick the topics they found interesting
and work on them, which culminated in a virtual exhibition on Feb 18th and 19th.
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Over 100 students signed up for BTC and the event was a runaway success.
This prompted the team to extend it to grades 1 and 2 as well.
The theme for grades 1 and 2 was CULTURES OF INDIA.
Almost 100 students participated wholeheartedly, and the parents have shared some
fantastic feedback on the same.

PARENT FEEDBACK ON BTC
Parents were also asked to reflect on the BTC program and share their
feedback. Over 90 parents responded. Following are a few samples.
•
Hi Ruchi Singh, here - the children were very enthusiastic in this amazing,
educational and very fun program. I'm glad the whole family got a chance to spend
some family quality time. Thank you so much. Kudos to you all. (Mother of Aadya
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Singh, 1 C)
•
We loved this concept. As always Greenwood High encourages innovative
and constant learning behaviour in not just our child but in us too. We enjoyed
helping our child plan and exhibit their talents and newly learned skills. It is amazing
that you could come up with such wonderful ideas to engage kids in these difficult
times. We almost forgot we are in lockdown and were enthusiastically waiting for
the exhibition to start. The topics were very thoughtful and doable. Thank you for
the dedication, love, and support that you bestow on our child. - Parent of Ayushi
Karanth, 1 A.
•

I think the BTC program takes the children to the next level in doing

something they enjoy the most and find opportunities to learn new things. Overall,
it was a great experience and I feel the presentation by kids and Q&A is an
amazing way to represent their work in a group and build their confidence. Really
liked the energy level and the motivation throughout the BTC journey! Thank you,
teachers and GWH for such a fabulous and well-engaged program. - Parent of
Ishika Kumar, 1A
•

BTC is a very innovative program for engagement of the child and giving

them hands on opportunity to explore new concepts and learn on the war. I am
surprised to see my kid taking all of the initiative to do everything on his own
independently with our parents help. This is the biggest learning. Thank You so
much. - Parent of Ryan Dey, 2 C
•
I really appreciate the time and dedication by the teachers to introduce the
BTC program to kids. It helped them learn new things and new methods and she
definitely had lots of fun working on the projects. Would love to have such program
the next year too. This was a very good thing introduced during the pandemic time,
when kids were locked up at home. Really appreciate the efforts from all the
teachers and the principal for introducing BTC program. - Parent of Varsha Mopuru
2 C.

C. ACTION CALENDAR
School and teachers also have a responsibility of building values in our young
students. IPYP came up with the idea of sending a monthly Action calendar to the
students, which had simple daily activities that develop values such as kindness,
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empathy and responsibility towards others. Students also took photos and videos of
themselves performing these activities and shared with their classmates, developing
a more empathetic and kinder culture. Following is the Action Calendar developed
inhouse and shared in the month of September with students:
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D. INTER HOUSE COMPETITIONS
Participating in House competitions is one of the highlights of the school experience
and the IPYP students were able to participate in 10 contests this year. 115 winners
were announced, creating a lot of satisfaction and joy for the students as well as parents
that the students were still getting to enjoy participating in competitions even in the face
of the online class challenges.

Inter House Competitions run through the year:
1. Show and Tell
2. Best out of waste
3. Finger painting
4. Strike a pose
5. Paint your T-shirt
6. Paint with veggies
7. Mic-drop Singing competition
8. Feel the beat- Dancing competition
9. Poetry Slam
10. Collage Making
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E. CELEBRATING SPECIAL OCCASSIONS
We are not just teachers, but primary influencers of students. Spreading joy and cheer
was a mission we had taken on and the team celebrated many events throughout the
year by setting up extra 1-hour sessions. Teachers conducted activities and made sure
that the students enjoyed all these milestones during the year as much as they do
during a physical school year.
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4 C Diwali Party !!!
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Atharv Pandey 04378
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Mukunda Krishna Dyta 04485

1. Diwali Celebration
2. Online Magic Show as part of the Christmas celebrations
3. International Mother Tongue Day - 26/02/2021
4. Valentine's Day
5. Earth Week
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IPYP Christmas Presents

*

MAGIC THROUGH
YOUR SCREEN!
*

*

AN EXCLUSIVE INTERACTIVE MAGICAL EXPERIENCE
WITH SHARAN KUTTAPPA!

Event link sent on Teams &
Skolaro
FRIDAY 18th DEC 2020
GRADE 1, 2 & 3 : 11.00 am
GRADE 4 & 5 : 11.45 am
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F. SOF ACHIEVEMENTS
Our academic focus is also enabling the students to perform very well in various
SOFs. Following are a few students whose achievements made us all proud.
1. Palakshi Singh of 4C, who scored International Rank 1 in English.

Snippets from the parent's mail "I wanted to share the news that Palakshi has scored full marks and a first rank 1 In
IEO. I cannot thank Ms. Priyanka Singh enough for being a wonderful mentor and
teacher who has led to this achievement! Without your guidance and support this could
not have been possible since we are both working parents. I'd also like to thank the
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school and Principal sir for the opportunity and motivation from time to time."

2. Atharva Tandon of 2A, who has excelled in all 4 Olympiads

Snippets from the parent's mail "Atharva Tandon from Grade 2, IPYP participated in Olympiads organised by SOF.
He secured 40/40 in Maths, Science & English. He scored 36/40 in General
Knowledge.
"We would like to take this opportunity to thank all the teachers, especially Ms.
Sushma Phasu (Maths), Ms. Aishwarya V. (Science) & Ms. Bina Lingappa (English)
and Ms. Meera C. (Social) who have helped Atharva gain understanding &
knowledge of the subjects to achieve this success!" - Parents of Atharva

G. ENLIVENING ONLINE LESSONS
Teachers were very creative in planning their lessons for example, for grade 5 English,
Ms. Priyanka Singh had planned a virtual concert performed by Ms. Jonathan to
highlight the use of poetic devices in pop culture through popular songs. Students were
delighted to witness their first concert through school. Ms. Uma Prakash of Grade 4
planned an activity where we invited grandparents to share their reminiscence about
education in their times to help students compare and contrast the experiences.
Parents, grandparents and students all got together to have one of the most memorable
lessons of the year. Students of grade 1 had a Spa Day using fruits and vegetables
which highlighted their nutritional value in a creative and fun way. We also celebrated
Roald Dahl day with our students.
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1 A-Virtual Field Trip
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X
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051703 X

Ayaan
Aarya Sunil

PARENT FEEDBACK
Handling the parents' expectations from an august institution like GWH is like
handling a ticking timebomb, ready to explore anytime. However, the entire team
took it up as a challenge and the result was a really satisfied parent community
in the most difficult of circumstances. Following are some snippets from parent
feedback shared with us in writing, parents have shared their satisfaction and
appreciation in the PTMs as well.

•

First of all, I want to say "BIG" thank you to IPYP teachers, Principal Sir and
rest of the Greenwood High team! They have put all their efforts in making
online transition really smooth for students. Couple of days I have sat with my
daughter watching how the classes are going and I was amazed to see the
practical learning. It was so much fun that I myself wanted to go back in 4th
grade and learn myself. I can also see lots of students asking questions and
interrupting teachers again and again, but teachers handled everything so well.
Feeling so proud to be a Greenwood High parent! No complaints at all! ~ Mrs.
Mamta Goel, mom of Sakshi, grade 4.

•

When we were coming back to India after 15 years, we were really
apprehensive about schools giving international education, given the number
of different choices and mixed reviews of international schools in Bangalore.
After being associated with Greenwood International school for last 6 months,
we can proudly say that we made one of the best decisions to get our daughter
admitted to IPYP program of Greenwood international school. In this school,
knowledgeable teachers not only impart high quality content to students but
also manage to keep their enthusiasm intact. Here, key concepts are taught
through enquiry, questions and investigation, making learning enjoyable and
fun. Students are encouraged to reflect, to make informed choices and to take
actions helping the community as well. ~ Aveek & Adrita Chakraborty, parents
of Aeindri, grade 3.

•

For both me and my husband the definition of success has been changing for
quite some time now. I would say the pandemic helped shape that. We no
longer believe success means following a known path or excel in a curriculum,
end up as an engineer, a doctor, a lawyer or a CA. Success now means being
happy and passionate about any learning, I would say probably just
understanding your passion and happiness itself is success. What one does
after such an understanding is next level! And with that belief in our minds when
we took a relook at IPYP, it felt the right thing to do. It's a curriculum where a
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child leads the learning, it's research oriented, it's understanding 'a' thing in
depth. So, we took the jump in the middle of 2020, when the world went into
chaos, we had suddenly found clarity by going to the right curriculum. And I
have been a happy parent ever since. If online mode, middle of a school year,
pandemic did not stop making learning fun; then we can only see happier
learning years ahead! Thank you to GWH IPYP curriculum and the teachers for
making it so much "successful " ~ Mrs. Swathy Ghattamaraju, parent of
Mukunda, grade 4
•

I think IPYP curriculum is the best for my daughter, Anika Jha, she got to show
her own capabilities and strength. She's received many opportunities to
experience real life situations and learned how to cope with them. The teachers
are brilliant, knowing the perfect way for a child to learn, and encourage
students to apply common sense and logic to easily solve difficult problems! ~
Somya Mishra (mom of Anika, Gr 5)

•

Due to the Global Pandemic, the students are currently going through remote
learning mode for almost a year now. While this is a new learning paradigm for
the small kids like Ryan, I must say that the way teachers and educators at
Greenwood High IPYP are doing their best to carry this forward, is something
really admirable. Given the limitations and regulations on Online classes by the
government, teachers at IPYP Greenwood High are really doing their best to
provide the lesson in the best possible way to the students. I see students are
still encouraged to be an inquirer, do their research on each topic be it science,
social, language, maths etc and become knowledgeable and continue to
develop new skills in this new mode of learning. I wish all the best to the
students and teachers of Greenwood High International school. ~ Anirban Dey,
Parent of Ryan Dey (Grade 2-C, IPYP)

•

In my quest to give the best education for my daughter, I explored all the boards
of education, and I was intrigued by the IB curriculum. It is just beyond the
classroom, subjects, exams and defines the learner profile and guides the child
through the learning journey. The Greenwood High International school has
taken this IB framework to the next level by weaving all the elements together
from best teachers, robust processes and technology to impart the learning
effectively. Some elements that really stand out are action calendars which help
in building a character, extensive reading and writing resources. ~ Rekha.S
(mom of Dyuti, Gr 2)
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•

This has been an unprecedented year in our lives. No one could have fathomed
that an entire academic year would have to be carried out virtually. For students
especially, it was an unimaginable scenario. The teaching fraternity has played
a remarkable role in transitioning to online education. In these difficult
circumstances, the primary school faculty at Greenwood High has been able to
complete a large part of the academic syllabus while captivating the interest of
the students in the digital platform. They have insured that the students have
not only learnt but have also evolved in this difficult time. As parents we are
extremely satisfied with the way the faculty of Greenwood High has conducted
always placing the interest of our children in the forefront. ~ Regards Aaina
(Mom of Hriday, Gr 5)

•

We started the school during the pandemic from U.S.A because of travel
restrictions. Greenwood High International School has surely, been our best
decision and my daughter Rishita Khemka is very happy. I attribute this to the
exemplary support and understanding from the school and teachers, especially
her Form Tutor Ms. Priyanka Singh. Her transition was a "Cake Walk" and we
never felt the big change. Excellent School for international students. ~ Madhuri
Khemka (Mom of Rishita, Gr 4). We have recently chosen Greenwood High
International School for our daughter; Aditi and our experience has been
pleasant from the outset. With regular feedback, a timely orientation before the
start of the academic year, and then on to online classes: it was smooth sailing
all along. It is very important for parents to have a good Class Teacher or Form
Tutor for their children, and special mention to Aditi's Form Tutor for Grade 5A,
Ms Swasti Das, who has always been affectionate and kind with her students,
besides being able to hone their potential in science, thereby making the
learning fun and interactive. All the teachers are passionate in their area of
expertise and committed to teaching, and it is evident this is the reason why
children at Greenwood High are lively, engaged in learning and happy to soak
in new insights every single day. Our daughter looks forward to her daily
classes and has liked the school immensely. We hope the school scales new
heights constantly and keeps the Greenwood banner flying high always. Thank
you. ~ Shalini and Ravi, Parents of Aditi Ravi, Grade 5

•

I would like to appreciate all the effort the school and the teachers have been
putting to make remote classes a seamless experience for the students. We
could not have asked for a better academic setup and experience for our son
in the prevailing unfortunate situation. ~ Mr. Srinivas Aksar, Parent of Yashas,
Grade 4
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CONCLUSION
These parents summarise the year in their own beautiful way.
Respected Priyanka Mam and Principal Sir.
Ratnesh father of Abh'manyu Singh (5C).
First of all, I want to thank and congratulate you and all teachers; for doing a
fantastic job of sailing the kids through this pandemic. I don't think any other school
in the country might have done this so well.

SCHOOL AWARDS
A proud moment for the Greenwood High fraternity!
Our unwavering commitment to quality education has been recognized and awarded.
This has motivated us to work harder to provide our best to fulfil the needs of our
student community for a bright career ahead.
The following are the recognitions received this year:
➢ Greenwood High International School has been Ranked No.1 in Bangalore &
Karnataka, and No. 2 in India for the Best Day cum Boarding Co-Ed School
Category by School Excellence Awards for the year 2020-21.
➢ Greenwood High International School (IB Campus) has been Ranked No.3 in
Bangalore & Karnataka, and No. 4 in India for the Best International Day cum
Boarding Co-Ed School Category by Education World India School Awards for
the year 2020-21.
➢ Greenwood High has been Ranked No. 1 International School by The Times
of India.
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➢ Greenwood High has been awarded "Tech School of the Year", "Top 20 ICSE
Schools", "Top 20 Day-cum-Boarding Schools" by Education Today.
These are the milestones achieved by the Greenwood High family, to name a few.
Many other impressive accomplishments of the students, though not mentioned here,
are acknowledged, appreciated, and encouraged to continue with their journey to be
their best.
At this point, I would like to thank you parents for your abiding trust and support for
Greenwood High which has allowed the school to sustain a remarkable rate of growth
while remaining rooted in knowledge.
This was 2020-2021 for you
Undeterred collaborative spirit has helped us surpass all the challenges we met this
year. We look ahead with more confidence and resilience. We have and we shall be
continuing to strive for excellence until we reach the zenith.

We look forward to a fruitful 2021-2022 academic year.
Stay safe, Stay Healthy

Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world –
Nelson Mandela
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